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'KISS Loves You' DVD Due In November - Oct. 5, 2007

MVD Visual has set a November 20 release date for the
"Kiss Loves You" DVD, a wistful documentary about
worldwide KISS nostalgia featuring rare treats like KISS
in Stockholm 1976. A description of the set reads as
follows: "Ten years in the making, 'Kiss Loves You' is a
film that began back in 1994 when the band KISS was at
a career low and KISS fans around the world were starting
tribute bands, uniting at unofficial KISS conventions and
growing increasingly more nostalgic for the '70s-era classic
KISS lineup. The zeitgeist exhibited at these conventions
was not lost on the band and in 1996 they responded,
rising up like a grease-painted phoenix into a new era of
success. On the surface, KISS fans got exactly what they
longed for, but for some the return of their idols brought
unexpected consequences. 'Kiss Loves You' follows a few
KISS fans along the way.

Bonus materials include never-before-seen silent Super-8
film of KISS in Stockholm 1976; extended footage from
the 1996 KISS press conference on the USS Intrepid; the
"Beyond Vaudeville" KISS spectacular program; and 90
minutes of outtakes from the film.

To report any abusive, obscene, defamatory, racist,
homophobic or threatening comments, or anything that may
violate any applicable laws, please send an e-mail to
bmouth@bellatlantic.net with pertinent details. Anyone
posting such material will be immediately and permanently
banned. IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing
these conditions.

COMMENT | 'KISS Loves You' 
posted by : NeonBlack2112
10/6/2007 12:10:25 AM

BUT WE DONT LOVE KISS
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CATASTROPHIC 
"Pathology of Murder"

GUILD OF DESTRUCTION 
"Into Oblivion"

PENTACLE 
"Under the Black Cross"

COMMENT | KISS Loves You
posted by : AAronDavidRocks
10/6/2007 12:28:48 AM

Yeah, whatever. I just want that new Ace Frehley disc
with a following tour. KISS loves money. Ace loves to
ROCK!!!

COMMENT | 
posted by : Cupid Stunt
10/6/2007 12:49:19 AM

Yet another Gene/Paul cash grab.... fuck Kiss and all
they stand for noawadays. Make a fanclub drawing
where we can fuck Sophie then we'll talk.

COMMENT | Incomplete title.
posted by : Van5150
10/6/2007 2:34:34 AM

'Kiss Loves Your Money'

COMMENT | 
posted by : Metalman6561
10/6/2007 3:48:52 AM

Yet another Gene/Paul cash grab.... fuck Kiss and all
they stand for noawadays. Make a fanclub drawing
where we can fuck Sophie then we'll talk.

**********************************

Now thats funny !!!!

COMMENT | revenge
posted by : evillive
10/6/2007 8:26:55 AM

i WANT TO SEE ANOTHER REVENGE TOUR!

COMMENT | 
posted by : cpopken1
10/6/2007 8:42:53 AM

If KISS loved us this DVD would be free. Apparently
selling DVD's and more Greatest Hits albums with the
same songs every time makes more money than
recording new songs.
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COMMENT | Are You F**king Kidding Me??
posted by : Derbb
10/6/2007 10:37:28 AM

Gene Simmons doesn't love the fans..He loves the fact
that they work for little to nothing in wages and they
take that hard earned money anf give it to him and
Sissy Stanley...I cant wait for ace's big comeback as a
solo artist to show what it means that he loves the
fans..Hey Gene I bought a bunch of your garbage
when I was young and Stoopid..How about a
refund..Or a naked roll around with your daughter??
after all Gene you violated 5000 women who were
somebodies daughters..You FKN ASS_HLE SIMMONS!

COMMENT | 
posted by : RiotAct666
10/6/2007 11:22:46 AM

Kiss rock

COMMENT | 
posted by : stevensime71
10/6/2007 1:00:29 PM

This is not an official release and will probably not
come out once Gene gets word of it.

COMMENT | These posts just get dumber all the
time
posted by : The way it is
10/6/2007 3:14:08 PM

Just to clear up some misconceptions that people
have...
Paul Stanley and Gene Simmons are Kiss, and whoever
they choose to put in the band with them. Peter and
Ace are only revered because they were the first. They
were certainly the weakest musically. The lineup with
Eric Carr (RIP) and Bruce Kulick was clearly the best.
Anyone who wants to dismiss the music from the past
clearly doesn't have a clue what they're talking about.
Clearly, they're not Led Zeppelin, no one is, but they
had what they needed, especially w/o makeup. Kiss is
the only band who has a market to sell the things that
they do. Name one other band that could. They would
be morons not to. Oh, and by the way, the asshole
who made the comment about getting to fuck Sophie,
that was truly classless, but then again, I think we all
knew that.

COMMENT | The way it is
posted by : Bastard Fetus Eaters
10/6/2007 8:04:21 PM

Kiss is the only band who has a market to sell the
things that they do.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Kiss Army Tribute Band
Find a Career Playing 
Music - Learn About 
Joining an Army Band 
www.GoArmy.com/Band

KISS FM Valentines 
Show
70s SOUL JAM, 5 Great 
R&B Artists Beacon 
Theatre, Buy Tickets Now 
www.ticketmaster.com

Kiss
Browse a huge selection 
now. Find exactly what 
you want today. 
www.eBay.com

Kiss Paul Stanley
Everything to do with Paul
Stanley items. 
shopping.yahoo.com

Friendly Kiss
Check it Out: Friendly 
Kiss See 5 Online Offers 
at a Free Site 
www.top4finding.com
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Too bad that doesn't include a new CD that isn't a
"Best of", "Greatest Hits", "The Essential", or anything
not remastered.

COMMENT | kiss loves your money
posted by : ozzman67
10/6/2007 8:38:00 PM

that what the title should be

COMMENT | 
posted by : scuzzles
10/7/2007 12:01:35 AM

What an ass clown. The Original Kiss is Kiss, and the
best line up for true Kiss fans. Everything else was
mediocre at best and fake Kiss. I'm a musician so yes I
realize musically Ace and Peter werent masters of their
instruments but that doesnt always matter in Rock n
Roll. For example, Angus Young. What matters is feel
and soul and Ace and Peter have that. Bruce Kulick is
probably my least favorite guitarist in the world.

in response to:
Just to clear up some misconceptions that people
have...
Paul Stanley and Gene Simmons are Kiss, and whoever
they choose to put in the band with them. Peter and
Ace are only revered because they were the first. They
were certainly the weakest musically. The lineup with
Eric Carr (RIP) and Bruce Kulick was clearly the best.

COMMENT | KISS won't see a penny from this!
posted by : Razor!
10/7/2007 12:23:08 PM

This is yet another crappy fanmade bootleg trying to
cash in on the legacy of KISS. I'm surprised these
things even come out at all. Gene will probably sick his
lawyers on this one. Don't waste your money! Wait for
KISSOLOGY Volume 3 in December.

COMMENT | this isnt marketed by KISS, it rips on
KISS and KISS fans
posted by : singedwings
12/12/2007 4:28:12 PM

but in a good way- this film was done by a Kiss Fan
about Kiss fans- tribute bands, collectors, etc. It shows
how Gene and Paul showed up at a convention and
*stole* all their previously owned stuff back from
collectors so the money hungry ghouls could have their
own ridiculously high priced convention... god forbid
any of the little people should ever make a bick
promoting them.
But this film is not a KISS product, just to be clear.
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COMMENT | PS
posted by : singedwings
12/12/2007 4:31:31 PM

PS: the movie is well done and hilarious: and, if you
are an east cost KISS fan, chances are you might see
yourself in it. the filmaker has made other
documentaries,a nd they are all enjoyable: methinks
alot of chatter has happened about this flick without
most of the chatterers here having seen it... frankly, it
was pee yer pants funny in some places.
to each their own, but, the style of this film was just
great. Oh, and I meant buck: I can think, I just can't
type!

In order to post a comment, please log in first.
If you aren't signed up, sign up now.
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